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Abstract: A superatom is a cluster composed of a specific number of atoms. We recently found that
the superatom-like X@Ga12 (X = Li~Kr) clusters has the periodic energy levels of the specific orbitals
2S and 2P by means of the DV-Xα molecular orbital calculation method. This periodicity in energy
levels has not been seen in 1D or 1F orbitals. We supposed that the periodicity of the energy levels of
the 2S and 2P superatomic-like orbitals come from the same symmetry between atomic orbitals as the
central atom X and the surrounding specific orbitals, according to the Jellium model. Both the s and
p atomic orbitals of the central atom X in the superatom-like X@Ga12 have a large shielding effect,
suggesting that the s and p atomic orbitals interact strongly with both 2S and 2P superatomic-like
orbitals. The energy level periodicity has the potential to periodically change the number of electrons
located in the 1D and 1F orbitals, which is related to magnetic properties and is expected to be useful
for novel magnetic devices by periodically controlling the magnetism of superatoms.

Keywords: molecular orbital; orbital periodicity in the superatom; DV-Xα method; superatomic
orbital; superatomic-like orbital

1. Introduction

A superatom is a metal cluster composed of plural atoms and is not merely an aggre-
gation of atoms; a metal cluster is stably formed by the aggregation of a magic number of
atoms [1–5]. Due to this phenomenon, it has been reported that the cluster structure is difficult
to decompose and is stable energetically. Superatoms show the same chemical properties as
atoms [6–8]. Superatoms can replace existing substances by exhibiting the atom’s chemical
properties; the impact of research results on this topic is immeasurable. Such superatoms are
known as “artificial elements”. In other words, superatoms are substances that can produce
precious metals from inexpensive base metals. Therefore, it is interesting to search for various
superatoms and find the corresponding superatoms for all kinds of atoms located in the
periodic table. However, many aspects of the electronic states of superatoms are yet to be
clarified. The purpose of this study is to investigate a new theoretical route for “modern
alchemy”, which is expected to comprise “superatomic material”.

A representative example of a superatom is a metal cluster Al13 with an Al atom at the
center of the polyhedron and a framework of 12 Al atoms surrounding the central Al atom.
It is a stable regular icosahedron (Ih) structure composed of 13 Al atoms, known as the
most famous superatom. It has been confirmed experimentally that the chemical properties
of the metal cluster Al13 are very similar to those of halogen atoms, such as the Cl and I
atoms [9–12]. The fact that the metal cluster Al13 exhibits the same chemical properties as
halogen atoms is explained by its electronic configuration.

It is known that electrons are successively occupied by stable atomic orbitals. Accord-
ing to the Pauli exclusion principle, there are no electrons with precisely the same four
quantum numbers, and electrons exist in different phase spaces. This difference is also an
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essential factor that reveals the properties of various atoms and substances. Atoms contain
orbitals such as 1s, 2s, 2p, 3s, 3p, and 3d, and each orbital is occupied by electrons [13].
On the other hand, superatomic orbitals different from atomic orbitals have orbitals such
as 1S, 1P, 1D, 2S, 1F, and 2P. Atomic orbitals are described using lowercase letters, while
superatomic orbitals are described in uppercase letters. The free electrons in superatoms
behave as one unit throughout the cluster; this is called the Jellium model [14].

Here, the reason why the metal cluster Al13 exhibits properties similar to those of
chlorine atoms is explained. The outermost shell orbital of a chlorine (halogen) atom is the
3p orbital, and five electrons occupy the p orbitals (p5).

Therefore, by occupying one more electron, a closed-shell structure is achieved and
rendered energetically stable. On the other hand, in the superatom Al13 metal cluster, there
are 13 trivalent Al (III) atoms, and 3 × 13 = 39 valence electrons in total. These 39 valence
electrons are occupied in the order of energetically stable superatomic orbitals: 1S, 1P, 1D,
2S, 1F and 2P, respectively. The HOMOs (highest-occupied molecular orbitals) of the Al13
cluster are the 2P orbitals, and five electrons are occupied in the 2P orbitals (P5). In other
words, from the perspective of electron configuration, when the two types of material are
compared, the types of electron configuration occupied are identical. The fact that electrons
are occupied in each orbital with the same phase (s, p, d, f � S, P, D, F) explains why they
have the same chemical properties [15]. Moreover, it has been reported that the superatom
Al13 cluster is used as a single halogen atom [16]. Therefore, it is essential to evaluate
materials from the perspective of electron stability. In this study, we attempted to clarify
the properties of superatoms by the discrete variational Xα potential molecular orbital
calculation method (DV-Xα method), which is one of the first principles of calculation. The
details of this method are explained in Section 2.

In 2017, a group led by Prof. Yamamoto of the Tokyo Institute of Technology succeeded
in synthesizing Al13

− in a solution using pyridine core dendrimer (pyDPAG4) [17]. In this
vein, there are a large number of methods for synthesizing superatoms. Various metal
clusters [18–21] other than Al13 are synthesized to express different chemical characteristics,
depending on the metal cluster. Not only experimental results, but also many theoretical
research reports have also been published [22–25]. J. Poater and M. Solà reported that
the Jellium model, with its magic numbers, can also be extended to open-shell half-filled
systems [26]. One of the methods used to develop the chemical characteristics is a method
of constituting a metal cluster not only with one kind of metal atom, but also by combining
different metal atoms. With this method, many kinds of superatom are assumed. It is
expected that these metal clusters are regarded as building blocks as artificial elements and
used for functional materials.

2. Materials and Methods

In the analysis of the electronic structure of the six-coordinated octahedral metal
complex, we performed the electronic structure calculation based on the DV-Xα molecular
orbital method. Here, we explain the framework of the calculation method.

The calculating principle of the Xα method is adopted as a special case of a density
functional approach based on the Hohenberg–Korn (HK) theorem [27,28]. The HK theorem
states that the ground-state energy of a system (assumed to be non-degenerate) is uniquely
determined as a function of electron density.

ρ(r) = ΣN
k=1|Ψk(r)|2,

where N is the number of the sample points. The Ψk is a one-electron wavefunction, which
obeys the Hartree–Fock–Slater equation,

HΨk = EkΨk,
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Consequently, the one-electron Hamiltonian H is given by

H = −1
2
∇2

i + V(r) +
∫

ddber′ ρ(r′)
|r− r′| +

δEXC
δρ

, (1)

where V(r) is the Coulomb potential of the nuclei. In the local density approximation (LDA),
the last term of Equation (1) is approximated in the form of δEXC/ δρ = d(ρεXC)/dρ. In the
Xα method, εXC(ρ) is the exchange energy of free electron gas multiplied by a constant α:

εXC(ρ) = −6α

[
3

4π
ρ

] 1
3
, (2)

Setting α = 0.7 usually makes a good approximation. A self-consistent equation is
given from Equations (1) and (2). This one-electron approximation is the self-consistent field
method (SCF method) proposed by Hartree in 1928 and includes the Hartree–Fock–Slater
method proposed by J. C. Slater [29]. The electronic potential proposed by Slater is called “Xα
potential”; the DV-Xαmethod is another name for the Hartree–Fock–Slater method. The DV-Xα
method was developed by D. E. Ellis (Northwestern University) and Hirohiko Adachi (Kyoto
University) [30–34]. The molecular wavefunctions were expressed as linear combinations of
atomic orbitals (LCAO) obtained by numerically solving the Hartree–Fock–Slater equations
in the atom-like potential derived from the molecular potential. Thus, the atomic orbitals
as basic functions are automatically optimized for the molecule. The matrix elements in the
secular equation,

(H − ES)× C = 0

are derived from the weighted sum of integrand values at sampling points. The overlap
charge densities are partitioned into atomic charges by means of Mulliken population
analysis [35–38] using the self- consistent charge (SCC) method that is used to approximate
the complete self-consistent field. The atomic potentials for generating the basic functions
are derived from the spherical average of the molecular charge density around the nuclei,
considering the potential tail of the neighboring atoms. The computational details of
the method used in the present work have been described elsewhere [39]. The DV-Xα
method has the advantage of numerically evaluating the electronic state of a substance
because the secular equation is solved by the numerical integration. Therefore, accurate
calculation results can be obtained for the d- and f-orbitals of the metal ions. Due to the
above advantages, the DV-Xα method is used.

In this section, the electronic structure of a metal cluster composed of plural atoms is
described from the perspective of molecular orbitals. We calculated the electronic structures
of the derivatives of the superatom Ga13 composed of thirteen Ga atoms with three valence
electrons per Ga atom, in which the central Ga atom is substituted by another atom
(i.e., from Ga@Ga12 to X@Ga12) in each calculation model. We substituted the central Ga
atom with the second, third, and fourth periodic elements of the periodic table (X = Li,
Be, B, C, N, O, F, Ne, Na, Mg, Al, Si, P, S, Cl, Ar, K, Ca, Ga, Ge, As, Se, Br, and Kr). The
superatom Ga13 has been confirmed to have similar chemical properties to the iodine atom.
The superatom Ga13 has been widely studied in the same way as the superatom Al13. We
targeted the superatom Ga13 as a calculation model.

The absolute coordinates of the calculated cluster model were determined by the re-
ported experimental data based on the bonding distances between two Ga atoms [40]. The
Ga13 cluster has a highly symmetrical regular icosahedron (Ih) structure. The superatom
Ga13, composed of 13 Ga atoms, has an icosahedral cage of 12 Ga atoms around a central
Ga atom. It has a bond distance of 2.547 Å from the central Ga atom to the surround-
ing Ga atoms on the icosahedral cage. The specific details of the structures of M@Ga12
(M = C, Si, Ge, Sn, and Pb) clusters have already been reported in a previous paper [41].
The interatomic distance of 2.547 Å is the most stable bonding distance between the central
M atom and a Ga atom on the Ga12 cage.
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The calculations are performed consistently until the difference in orbital populations
between the initial and final states of the iteration by means of the DV-Xα molecular orbital
method is less than 0.0001 electrons. For details of the calculation results, please see the
section, Supplementary Materials.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Wave Functions of Superatomic Orbitals and Hybridization Ratio of Atomic Orbitals in the
Superatom Ga13

The energy levels of the superatom Ga13 obtained by the first-principle calculation are
shown in Figure 1. In the horizontal axis of Figure 1, the serial numbers of the molecular
orbitals are plotted. The orbital energy levels of the molecular orbitals are plotted in the
vertical axis. Furthermore, the “superatomic orbitals” are also described as “SAOs” below.

Figure 1. Energy levels of superatom Ga13. These plots are composed of the outer shell electrons
from #183 to #202.

The molecular orbitals shown in Figure 1 are the energy levels filled with 39 valence
electrons of the superatom Ga13 cluster. The total valence electrons are given by 13 Ga atoms
with three valence electrons in each Ga atom (39 = 3 × 13). The orbital energy levels lower
than #183 (from #1 to #182) are the inner-shell orbitals of the superatom Ga13. They correspond
to the orbitals that are different from the molecular orbitals filled by the 39 valence electrons.
On the other hand, the molecular orbitals from #183 to #202 correspond to the SAOs created
by the Jellium model in the Ga13 cluster. It was confirmed that the wave functions of the SAOs
are composed of the outermost shell electrons by VESTA (3D wave-function visualization
software) [36]. The wave functions of the SAOs are shown in Figure 2.
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The energy levels of the SAOs and the number of degenerated molecular orbitals at
each energy level of the superatom Ga13 are shown in Figure 2. The formation of the SAOs
was judged from the VESTA in each wave function. The SAOs corresponded to the 1S, 1P,
1D, 2S, 1F, and 2P orbitals. Furthermore, the 39 valence electrons are occupied in descending
order of energy level; the electronic configuration is described as 1S2, 1P6, 1D10, 2S2, 1F14,
and 2P5 (2 + 6 + 10 + 2 + 14 + 5 = 39). On the other hand, the electronic configuration
of the iodine atom (Z = 53) is [Kr]36, 4d10, 5s2, and 5p5. Compared to each outermost
orbital, both the 2P5 orbitals (Ga13) and the 5p5 orbitals (iodine atom) acquire another
electron to achieve a closed-shell structure. From this fact, it can be understood that the
molecular orbitals (=the superatomic orbitals) of the Ga13 cluster have the same electronic
configuration as the atomic orbitals. The superatom Ga13 has the same “homogeneity” as
the iodine atom because it has the same electronic configuration. In Figures 1 and 2, the
threefold-degenerated 1F orbitals of the superatom Ga13 are divided into two groups of
threefold (from #193 to #195) and fourfold-degenerated orbitals (from #196 to #199) due to
the spin–orbit interaction. The Jellium model is considered to be a perfect sphere. However,
the actual Al13 and Ga13 are different from perfect spheres because they are polyhedra and
icosahedra. Therefore, the symmetry is lowered from spherical symmetry and split into
threefold and fourfold.

Next, a Mulliken population analysis was performed to determine which Ga atomic
orbitals constitute these SAOs, and the calculation results are shown in Figure 3. In Figure 3,
the length of the horizontal axis shows the relative proportions of the atomic orbitals,
and the vertical axis shows the serial numbers of the molecular orbitals corresponding
to each SAO of the Ga13 cluster. For example, molecular orbital #183 corresponds to the
1S superatomic orbital. The 1S superatomic orbital can be produced as the summation of
atomic orbitals such as the outer (cage) Ga 4s orbitals (about 57.5%), the 4p orbitals (about
14.9%), and the central Ga 4s orbitals (about 24%). The 1S (#183) and 2S (#192) orbitals of
the SAOs contain the 4s orbitals of the central Ga atom (orange). The 1P (from #184 to #186)
and 2P (from #200 to #202) orbitals contain the 4p orbitals of the central Ga atom (purple).
The symmetry of the atomic orbitals of the central Ga atom (4s or 4p orbitals) is expected.
Therefore, it is closely related to the symmetry of the SAOs. It is possible to change the
properties of the entire superatom significantly, depending on the number of electrons in
the central metal and the orbitals of the outermost shell.
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3.2. The Effects of the Atom Substituted for the Central Atom in the Ga13 Cluster (X@Ga12)

As described in Section 3.1, it was revealed that the symmetry of the central Ga
atomic orbitals dramatically contributes to the symmetry of the superatomic orbitals. Next,
we considered the effect of substituting the central Ga atom in Ga13. By confirming the
molecular orbitals in the superatom-like X@Ga12 cluster, we confirmed whether some
orbitals similar to superatomic orbitals were shown. This was because it was expected that
the group of atoms in the superatom-like X@Ga12 cluster would not necessarily have the
characteristics of the superatom. The similar superatomic orbitals are named “superatom-
like orbitals”, described as “SALOs” below. Superatomic-like orbitals (=SALOs) are not to
be confused with superatomic orbitals (=SAOs), as described in Section 3.1.

Therefore, we considered the effect of substituting the central Ga atom in Ga13, that is,
the superatom-like X@Ga12 cluster models were set as the calculation models in Figure 4.
The substituted central atom was selected as the second, third, or fourth periodic element
in the periodic table. (X = Li, Be, B, C, N, O, F, Ne, Na, Mg, Al, Si, P, S, Cl, Ar, K, Ca,
Ga, Ge, As, Se, Br, and Kr). In addition to substituting another atom for the central Ga
atom, the bond distance between the atoms within the cluster size was also changed. The
cluster models were prepared for two kinds of bond distance (the interatomic X–Ga bond
distance is 2.547 or 2.944 Å). The effects of the two parameters, the type of central atom,
and the interatomic bond distance in the cluster model on the generation of SALOs were
examined. We also aimed to obtain the chemical properties of the superatoms. The reason
why the bond distance between the two Ga atoms was set at 2.944 Å is that the longest
bond distance was confirmed in the M@Ga12 (M = C, Si, Ge, Sn and Pb) results. The effects
of the two parameters, the type of central atom, and the interatomic bond distance in the
cluster model, and how these would relate to the generation of the SALOs, were examined.
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Figure 4. Cluster models X@Ga12 (X = Li~Kr) substituted for a central atom in the icosahedral Ga12 cage.

The changes in energy levels and the effects of the two parameters were examined.
Each two parameters are a type of central atom, and the interatomic bond distance in the
cluster model, in the generation of the SALOs (1D, 1F, 2S, and 2P orbitals). The results of
the energy levels of these cluster models are summarized in Figures 5 and 6 for the X-Ga
interatomic bond distances (2.547 Å, 2.944 Å). Here, the respective SALOs are plotted with
the atomic species substituted as the central atom (X) on the horizontal axis and the orbital
energy of the superatom-like X@Ga12 cluster on the vertical axis. The effects of the two
parameters, the type of central atom, and the interatomic bond distance in the cluster model
on the generation of the SALOs were examined.

From these results, it was confirmed that the energy levels of SALOs such as the 2S
and 2P change periodically when substituting the central atom. This reflects the periodicity
in the periodic table of the substituted atom despite the fact that the bond distance between
two Ga atoms also changed. In Figures 5 and 6, only the 1D, 2S, 1F, and 2P SLAOs are shown.
This is because the energy levels of the inner 1S and 1P SLAOs were much lower than those
of other SALOs, such as the 2S and 1F SLAOs. Even if the central atom is substituted, the
orbital energy of 1S or 1P SLAOs does not change significantly. Furthermore, as the atomic
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number of the central atom increases, the number of valence electrons also increases. There
are some energy gaps at these points, as shown in Figures 5 and 6.
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Figure 6. Energy levels of the 2P (purple), 1F (green), 1D (blue), and 2S (orange) superatomic-like
orbital, respectively, in the X@Ga12 cluster (interatomic X–Ga bond distance is 2.944 Å).

When substituting the central atom X in the cluster model of the superatom-like
X@Ga12 with various atoms, the energy levels of the 1D and 1F SLAOs hardly change. On
the other hand, the “periodicity” reflecting the substituted atom can be confirmed for the 2S
and 2P SLAOs. For example, when the first-group element (X = Li, Na, K), an alkali metal,
is substituted, the 2P SLAOs have higher energy than the 1F orbitals, as shown in Figure 5.
Moreover, the 2S SLAOs are located between the two split 1F orbitals. However, the atomic
number of the substituted central atom increases in order from the alkali metal, and the
energy levels of both the 2S and the 2P SLAO decrease. Finally, when the substituted central
atom is replaced by the noble gas elements (X = Ne, Ar, Kr), the energy level decreases
the most. The energy of the 2S and 2P SLAOs is much lower than that of the 1D SLAO.
This is because the noble gas elements are more stable in single atoms than in other atoms.
When they become the central atoms in the cluster model of the superatom-like X@Ga12,
the central noble gas atoms do not interact with the electrons of the atoms constituting the
surrounding Ga12 cages, and the electron repulsion is suppressed.

The central atom X of the superatom-like X@Ga12 (X = Li~Kr) is the s or p block atom
in the typical periodic table. The outermost shell orbitals are the 2s (or 3s, or 4s) or 2p (or
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3p, or 4p) atomic orbitals. By substituting these atoms into the central atom in the Ga12
cage, the electron repulsion reflecting the symmetry of the atomic orbital of the central
atom is expected to affect the electron disruption in the superatom Ga13 cluster. When we
consider the symmetry between the atomic orbitals and superatomic-like orbitals, the s, p,
d, and f atomic orbitals have the same symmetry as the S, P, D, and F SLAOs, respectively.
These orbitals are considered to have a strong, symmetrical correlation. Both the s and p
atomic orbitals have a large shielding effect, suggesting that the s and p atomic orbitals
interact strongly with both the S and P SLAOs. Therefore, in Figures 5 and 6, the energy
change in the 2S and 2P SLAOs has a large periodicity, reflecting the periodicity of the s
and p atomic orbitals in the central atom. On the other hand, the 1D and 1F SLAOs receive
a slight shielding effect from the central atom because of the s or p block atoms. In other
words, the electrons in the D and F SLAOs are less affected by the atomic orbitals of the
central metal than the electrons in the S and P SLAOs.

As in the substitution of the central atom, the energy level changes of the “periodicity”
SALOs were confirmed when the interatomic bond distance between the central atom X
and a surrounding Ga atom was changed. The most significant change was in the energy
levels of two split 1F SLAOs. The energy difference was larger at 2.547 Å compared to at
2.944 Å. For example, when an Al atom is substituted as the central atom (Al@Ga12), the
electron configuration is 1S2, 1P6, 1D10, 2S2, 1F14, and 2P5, with no splitting of 1F orbitals
at the 2.547 Å interatomic Al–Ga bond distance. However, at the 2.944 Å bond distance, the
2S SLAOs locate between the split three- and four-fold 1F SLAOs. As a result, the electron
configuration changes as follows: 1S2, 1P6, 1D10, 1F6, 2S2, 1F8, and 2P5.

From these results, it was inferred that the energy level of the 1D or 1F SLAOs was
controlled and caused the SCO (spin crossover) observed in the metal complex. There is
a sufficient likelihood of controlling the SALOs by applying the bond distance changes
and the distortion of the structure with external energy from the heat, light, light, and
magnetic fields. By controlling the bond distances and symmetrical distortions of the
SALOs, it is possible to design and synthesize the novel superatoms with switchable
magnetic properties.

Next, we examined whether the hybridizations among the SALOs could be expressed
in superatoms and shown in the hybridized orbital behavior in an atom. First, the arsenic
atom substituted in the central atom As@Ga12 is described. In this case, the energy levels
of the SALOs overlap with the lower energy of the 2P and the split 1F SLAOs. There are six
hybridized SLAOs, named F3P3 orbitals, consisting of three 2P and three 1F SLAOs. The
wave functions of the hybridized F3P3 SLAOs are shown in Figure 7. The ratio of atomic
orbitals whose atoms constitute their SALOs obtained through the Mulliken population
analysis is shown in Figure 8.

In Figure 8, the 4p orbitals of the arsenic atom (purple) are dispersed in the six SALOs
from #193 to #198 in the results of the Mulliken population analysis. Therefore, the 1F
and 2P SLAOs of the superatom-like As@Ga12 (the interatomic As–Ga bond distance is
2.547 Å) can form hybridized F3P3 SLAOs. The energy levels of the SLAOs are close to each
other. Therefore, the interaction between the hybridized SLAOs becomes strong. When the
central metal was substituted with an atom other than the arsenic atom, similar hybridized
SLAOs were confirmed not only in the 1F and 2P hybridized SLAOs, but also in the 2S
and 1F hybridized SLAOs. It was understood that this concept of t hybridized SLAOs was
necessary to the interpretation of the SLAOs. It was also discovered that the electronic
structure of the superatom can be controlled by changing the bond distances, the structural
distortions, and the central atom of the superatom Ga12 cage.
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The term “FP” from #193 to #198 denotes the hybridized F3P3 superatomic-like orbitals.

3.3. The Limit of the Conditions for Applying the Jellium Model

In Section 3.2, it was shown that the molecular orbital calculations of the superatom-
like X@Ga12 cluster have superatomic-like orbitals. In Section 3.3, it is explained that
the change in the size of the superatom-like X@Ga12 cluster relates to the collapse of the
Jellium state and that the molecular orbitals are simply composed of LCAOs. The boundary
conditions between the superatom-like orbitals (Jellium model) and LCAOs are reported in
four cluster models.

Among the 48 kinds of superatom-like X@Ga12 cluster model, four superatom-like
clusters (whose interatomic Ga–Ga bond distance is 2.547 Å), Ga13, Be@Ga12 (Be–Ga is
2.547 Å), B@Ga12 (B–Ga is 2.547 Å), and Al@Ga12 (Al–Ga is 2.547 Å), were found to have
an electron configuration close to the perfect spherical symmetry according to the ideal
Jellium model. In these four spherically symmetrical Jellium models, if the bond distance
between the central atom X and a surrounding Ga atom is extended (or shrunk), more than
necessary, the Jellium model is expected to collapse at a certain distance. Therefore, in each
of the four models, it was determined whether the Jellium model was “constituted” or
“not constituted”, which means whether the condition of the LCAO (Linear combination of
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atomic orbitals) can be satisfied or not by expanding (or shortening) the bond distance, as
shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. Boundary of the condition of the interatomic X–Ga bonding distance for Jellium model
constitution of the clusters Ga13, Be@Ga12, B@Ga12, and Al@Ga12, respectively (interatomic Ga–Ga
bond distance is 2.547 Å).

From the results shown in Figure 9, it can be seen that Ga13, B@Ga12, and Al@Ga12
do not collapse the Jellium model even if the bond distances between the central atom X
and the Ga atom are extended from 2.547 Å to 2.697 Å, 2.796 Å, and 2.786 Å, respectively.
However, in the case of Be@Ga12, an extension of only about 0.05 Å (from 2.547 to 2.597 Å)
resulted in the collapse of the Jellium model. This was because the elements of Ga, B, and
Al were all “group 3” atoms on the periodic table with three valence electrons. The typical
superatom Al13 is composed of 39 valence electrons and 13 atoms, with three valence
electrons per atom. The possibility of the magic number of total valence electrons that can
stably exist is anticipated. In the case of the bond distance near the boundary between the
condition of the Jellium model and the LCAO model, it was confirmed that hybridized
SALOs were formed when the aforementioned SALOs were substituted by other atoms.

It was found that the appropriate cage size for creating the Jellium model differs greatly
depending on the central metal, even if the superatom-like X@Ga12 has the same Ga12 cage.
These calculation results also indicated that the conditions for creating superatoms are
quite delicate. The electronic structure can be greatly changed not only by the symmetry of
the atomic orbitals of the central atom but also by slight changes, such as the interatomic
bond distance between the X and Ga atoms and the distortion of the SALOs.

4. Conclusions

The effect of substituting various atoms for the central atom in Ga13 was considered
from the molecular orbital calculation in the superatom-like X@Ga12. As a result, two
characteristics of the superatomic-like orbitals (=LCAOs) were determined.

The first characteristic is periodicity. By substituting the central atom with various atoms,
the “periodicity” of the energy level was confirmed in the 2S and 2P SLAOs. This was
attributed to the shielding effect of the central atom and the symmetry of the atomic orbitals.
It was concluded that the outermost shell orbitals of the central atom were the 2s or 2p atomic
orbitals, which produce electronic repulsion along with the symmetry of the atomic orbitals
with the Ga12 cage. The S and P SLAOs correspond to the symmetry of the central atomic
orbitals from the SALOs by interacting with the electrons in the Jellium model.

The second characteristic is the alternation of the Jellium state by substituting the
central X atom in the superatom-like X@Ga12 clusters. Among the 48 kinds of superatom-
like X@Ga12 cluster, some superatoms have an electronic configuration according to the
Jellium model, such as the superatoms Ga13, Be@Ga12, B@Ga12, and Al@Ga12 (whose
interatomic X–Ga bond distance is 2.547 Å). By extending the bond distances between the
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central atom X and the Ga atom by about 0.14 Å (Ga13), 0.05 Å (Be@Ga12), 0.249 Å (B@Ga12),
and 0.239 Å (AL@Ga12), the Jellium model was collapsed, and the LCAO was formed. The
results show that SALOs can be controlled by changing the bond distance by using external
energy such as heat, light, or a magnetic field, and by the spin cross-over phenomenon.
Controlling the superatom effectively changes the bond distance or symmetry distortion in
the superatom. Superatom synthesis with the physical and chemical properties of specific
atoms can be achieved. In addition, we believe that it is possible to predict chemical and
physical properties in advance and provide meaningful results concerning superatoms.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/cryst12040543/s1, Figures S1–S48. The list of calculation results
of the Mulliken Population Analysis in each superatomic-like X@Ga12 cluster model used for the
one-electron calculation (DV-Xα molecular orbital method).
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